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Abstract: This study explores the correlation between residents’ subjective assessments of urban
neighbourhoods, obtained through virtual walkthroughs, and objective measures of deprivation. Our
study was set within a specific city in the United Kingdom, with neighbourhoods selected based on
Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD). We invited residents in the UK through Prolific, a crowdsourc-
ing platform. Employing complete case analysis, TF-IDF keyword extraction, the Kruskal–Wallis
test, and Spearman’s rank-order correlation, our study examines the alignment between subjective
assessments and existing deprivation measures (IMD). The results reveal a nuanced relationship, sug-
gesting potential subjective biases influencing residents’ perceptions. Despite these complexities, the
study highlights the value of virtual walkthroughs in offering a holistic overview of neighbourhoods.
While acknowledging the limitations posed by subjective biases, we argue that virtual walkthroughs
provide insights into residents’ experiences that potentially complement traditional objective mea-
sures of deprivation. By capturing the intricacies of residents’ perceptions, virtual walkthroughs
contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of neighbourhood deprivation. This research
informs future endeavours to integrate subjective assessments with objective measures for robust
neighbourhood evaluations.

Keywords: virtual walkthroughs; Index of Multiple Deprivation; citizen perception; built environ-
ment; subjective assessment

1. Introduction

The massification of information technology and the emergence of digital platforms
are offering new participatory channels for studying citizens’ perceptions [1] to enhance
community engagement [2] in the equitable and impartial distribution of facilities and
services. Citizen perception surveys play a vital role towards social and urban resilience
of a neighbourhood, offering unique insights into how communities experience daily
living. There are a range of indices that can provide researchers with high-level aggregated
overviews of populations, such as the Human Development Index [3], Physical Quality of
Life Index (PQLI) [4], Index of Multiple Deprivation [5], etc. However, citizen perception
surveys can offer much more fine-grained understanding of populations [6], beyond
standard measures of such indices. Ref. [7] highlighted the use of citizen perception on
a case study of Municipal Solid Waste Management System in Guimaraes, revealing a
significant positive relationship between Public Service Delivery and Citizen Satisfaction.
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Ref. [8] explored the multifaceted role of citizens’ perceptions in predicting neighbourhood
environments, social support, and self-efficacy, thereby enhancing societal well-being
through increased civic and community engagement. Similarly, [9,10] highlighted the need
for incorporating citizen feedback for effective governance and service delivery.

A range of factors are typically used for evaluating built environment features of a
neighbourhood. These assessments could be based on objective (e.g., household disposable
income, employment, education, etc.) [11] and subjective (e.g., life satisfaction, job satisfac-
tion, social cohesion, sense of community, sense of safety, happiness, etc.) indicators [12].
Objective aspects of a neighbourhood refer to quantifiable and measurable characteristics
that can be assessed independently of the subjective perception of the residents, such as
socioeconomic indicators [13] (e.g., median income and unemployment rate). Subjective
aspects of a neighbourhood refer to the personal and emotional experiences, perceptions,
and interpretations that individuals have about a neighbourhood [14]. These aspects are
influenced by an individual’s feelings, attitudes, beliefs, and cultural background and are
not easily quantifiable. Traditionally, economists and policymakers considered the GDP
as a good indicator for assessing the well-being of a society, since it is strongly correlated
with the standard of living indicators [14], but it alone may not capture the full spectrum of
well-being, as it overlooks many qualitative aspects of people’s lives [15]. Hence, for more
informed policy making, composite indices of human development and well-being [3–5]
should be aligned with qualitative life experiences for capturing the intricate realities of
individuals and communities at the local level [16]. Ref. [17] underscored the significance
of integrating citizens’ perceptions with objective data in urban planning, focusing on the
impact of environmental deprivation on urban liveability. Ref. [18] utilised the Index of
Multiple Deprivation deciles to categorise neighbourhoods based on levels of deprivation,
facilitating the analysis of greenspace exposure variations across socioeconomically diverse
areas. By considering IMD deciles, the study was able to assess how greenspace exposure
relates to socioeconomic status and its impact on premature mortality, providing valuable
insights for targeted urban planning and public health interventions. Therefore, it is im-
portant to triangulate both qualitative assessments, providing insights into their subjective
perceptions and the objective measures of deprivation in urban neighbourhoods to capture
a nuanced understanding of housing [19,20] and community well-being [21].

Traditional methods like census data are expensive and infrequent to accurately
measure socioeconomic deprivation in cities due to rising urbanisation and resultant in-
equalities [22]. Digital platforms can facilitate real-time communication, data collection,
and analysis, which can lead to more informed decision-making, encouraging greater
community engagement in civil society [23]. Ref. [22] proposed a novel method leveraging
freely available user-generated content, such as Foursquare and OpenStreetMap, to quan-
titatively describe neighbourhoods using the “Offering Advantage” metric. This aims to
capture distinctive urban elements present in each area. Moreover, in recent years, Street
View Imagery (SVI), a mapping and navigation platform, has been considered as a rich
source of data on cities from which geographic information can be derived [24] to construct
the complex physical reality of cities. Ref. [25] systematically reviewed the effectiveness
of Street View imagery (SVI) for automated research; assessed its functionality in quanti-
fying spatial perceptions and semantic speculation; and identified challenges related to
image acquisition, quality, and accuracy. Google Street View [26], the most well-known
example of SVI utilisation [24], allows users to remotely explore streetscapes through 360◦

panoramic spatial information and observations of the real world from the perspectives of
pedestrians [27]. It often supports activities such as estimating green space [28], the quality
of streets, cleanliness, etc. Ref. [29] explored the association between urban green space and
health outcomes, focusing on the visual perception of green space using Google Street View
(GSV) panorama images from Portland, Oregon, since existing measures often overlook
street-level exposures. Ref. [30] explained the use of unsupervised machine learning (ML)
models and open geospatial data to capture the intra-urban diversity of deprived areas so
as to address the challenge of managing deprived areas in cities of Low- to Middle-Income
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Countries (LMICs), focusing on São Paulo. Google Earth and Street View images were
used in this study for validating and refining the results of the spatial analysis, particularly
when assessing the characteristics of deprived areas in urban environments. Ref. [31]
highlighted the importance of integrating street-level imagery with conventional data
sources to monitor urban inequalities and evaluate policy effectiveness, stressing the need
for enhanced data access and city resources, demonstrating the potential to complement
traditional data and aiding urban surveillance to measure inequalities and monitor policy
impacts. Ref. [32] showed GSV images as a valuable resource for studying neighbourhood
influences on community health outcomes nationwide by analysing over 16 million GSV
images of street intersections. This study utilised Google Street View (GSV) images and
computer vision to characterise neighbourhood built environments across the United States,
addressing a lack of data for many areas and a dearth of research on nonmetropolitan
locations. Data collection using street view imagery is a relatively time- and cost-effective
method to analyse the real-world dynamics of urban physical environments compared to
traditional in-person assessments [33]. The utilisation of street view images was systemati-
cally reviewed by [34] in public health studies to sense urban environments. Street view
images have been used to measure several neighbourhood attributes such as safety [35],
house prices [36], greenness [37], urban landscape [38], etc., demonstrating that such re-
sources are increasingly being used for observing and assessing the built environment.
They provide a tangible and detailed perspective that complements quantitative assess-
ments. The combination of computer vision techniques and human perception analysis
offers a promising approach to bridge the gap between objective indicators and subjective
experiences, ultimately leading to more effective urban planning. Ref. [39] illustrated
how SVI captures both objective physical attributes and subjective human perceptions of
neighbourhoods, offering valuable insights for urban designers and policymakers. These
approaches highlight the broader implications and benefits for urban planning, community
development, and civic engagement.

Assessing subjective factors such as safety, sense of belonging, and aesthetics for
decision-making purposes might seem like an unusual choice; however, anecdotally, we
often find ourselves visiting unfamiliar neighbourhoods for the better orientation of routes,
surveying locations before buying or renting a property, looking at local shops and ameni-
ties, or even surveying for parking spaces to get a ‘feel’ for the space. In doing so, one might
ask how realistic are these assessments, and do people have a general sense among them-
selves while they conduct these assessments? This is the primary driver for our research.
Despite the wide range of applications of GSV, there is a lack of comprehensive studies
that integrate participants’ qualitative assessments, providing insights into their subjective
perceptions with existing objective measures of deprivation in urban neighbourhoods.
While the standard metrics provide quantitative data, they often overlook the nuanced
experiences and perceptions of residents. On the other hand, qualitative methods such as
virtual walkthroughs capture subjective experiences but may lack the rigour and standardi-
sation of quantitative measures. There is, therefore, a gap in the research that systematically
compares and integrates these two approaches to provide a holistic understanding of
urban neighbourhoods. This study aims to bridge this gap by conducting a comparative
analysis to explore the relationship between the evaluations conducted through virtual
walkthroughs, capturing participants’ qualitative experiences, and conventional objective
measures of deprivation, highlighting the importance of incorporating both for a more
thorough evaluation of the built-in characteristics of a neighbourhood. Hence, we seek to
answer the following research questions:

- RQ1: Is there a general sense of agreement amongst people when they virtually assess
a range of qualitative aspects (affordability, social inclusion, social cohesion, attitude,
and overall assessment) of urban neighbourhoods?

- RQ2: What kind of visual characteristics do people observe while assessing urban
neighbourhoods using virtual walkthroughs?
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- RQ3: How do participants’ perceptions of aesthetics, social cohesion, and other
relevant factors, as captured through virtual walkthroughs, correlate with the standard
objective measures of deprivation?

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the methodology we employed
in conducting the virtual walkthrough, presenting an overview of the participants and
tasks involved and how we analysed the data collected. Section 3 presents the results of
our experiments, sharing our key findings. Section 4 presents discussions on our findings
and concludes the paper.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Design and Survey

A questionnaire survey for 10 selected neighbourhoods through virtual walkthrough
was conducted using Google Street View (Appendix A: Survey Questionnaire), where
participants were invited to share their views on several factors of the neighbourhoods.
The regions selected were from the same city (Sheffield, England) but captured a range
of different levels of deprivation. The nature of the city (as described in Appendix B)
offered an excellent opportunity to explore the physical characteristics of different regions
with a wide range of deprivation profiles, which informed our choice of the city. The
neighbourhoods selected for the virtual walkthroughs were residential streets, without
any historical or natural landmarks. The streets also did not have any waterfronts, listed
buildings, parks, or public squares. Our focus was to study primarily residential areas, so
we chose streets that had only residential buildings to avoid the inclusion of additional
contextual factors. Owing to the observations made by participants on the locations, and to
avoid risks of identifying place and street names, the neighbourhoods will be referred to as
Places 1–10.

The survey, designed in Qualtrics, was carried out by Prolific workers who are res-
idents in the United Kingdom to gain an informed overview about the neighbourhood,
given their knowledge and familiarity with the structure and organisation of cities and
neighbourhoods in the UK. Prolific is a platform for the online recruitment of subjects, ex-
plicitly catering to researchers, follows good practice in recruitment, and explicitly informs
participants that they are recruited for participation in research [40]. In setting the survey,
the following selection criteria were set for participants:

(i) participants must be located in the UK,
(ii) participants should have an approval rate of 95–100,
(iii) participants should be using a tablet or desktop to access the survey.

We chose a balanced sample for our study distribution, which aimed to ensure a
gender balance among participants.

The survey involved the following set of tasks for participants:

(i) Participants were required to read an information sheet and provide consent, as
required by the ethics process at the primary authors’ institution.

(ii) Participants were shown 1 location (of 10, randomly selected for each participant) on
Google Street View (Figure 1, left) that focussed on a specific section of a road.

(iii) As a control question, participants were asked to go up and down the road they were
assigned (on Street View) and count the number of cars parked on either side of the
road while observing the neighbourhood [41].

(iv) Participants were then asked to answer a set of questions designed to capture their
perception of the different aspects of the neighbourhood.
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Figure 1. Initial three screens of the virtual walkthrough survey, where the survey begins with
a random location chosen from the ten selected neighbourhoods. To preserve the identity of the
location, the location shown on this image is an example location.

The survey was designed as follows:

(i) Questions included both open-ended and closed-ended questions, and most of the
questions assessed qualitative perspectives of being in the neighbourhood.

(ii) In order to ensure that the survey would not be too intense for participants, par-
ticipants were provided with a random selection of five open-ended questions (of
nine). These questions, derived from factors that have an influence on planning
outcomes [42], were aimed at assessing the following aspects of the neighbourhood:

a. general attractiveness (Q3.1),
b. composition of neighbourhoods (Q3.2),
c. local ownership of community (Q3.3),
d. community spirit (Q3.4),
e. aesthetic value (Q9.1),
f. level of comfort (Q9.2),
g. level of satisfaction (Q9.3),
h. sense of belonging (Q9.4),
i. sense of security (Q9.5).

These factors are difficult to quantify, are qualitative in nature, and do not appear in
the standard quantitative metrics and, hence, were deemed appropriate for inclusion
in the study.

(iii) In addition to the open-ended questions, participants were asked questions on their
assessment of:

a. affordability of the neighbourhood (Q4),
b. social inclusion (Q5),
c. social cohesion (Q6),
d. overall assessment (Q7),
e. positive attitude (Q8).

Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government about English indices of
deprivation 2019 data were considered for studying correlations between the subjective
assessments carried out and the standard indicators of life to validate the use of virtual
walkthroughs in assessing citizens’ perception of being in a neighbourhood. Hence, the
Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD, a statistical measure used in the United Kingdom used
for assessing the relative deprivation of different areas) was used in this study to provide a
comprehensive picture of deprivation across various the domains. IMD deciles were consid-
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ered because of their granularity, their ability to consider a range of socioeconomic aspects
for identifying substantial inequalities more explicitly, and to understand the alignment of
participants’ perception (measured on a Likert Scale) with relative deprivation indices.

2.2. Participant Information

Survey responses were collected in two batches, spaced a few weeks apart. In total,
1135 valid questionnaire responses were received, after removing non-consented and
incomplete submissions. We noted that some participant demographic data had expired at
the time of analysis of the participants, which meant that our analysis had a handful of data
points missing (this was due to either the participant deleting their profile or revoking access
to the information or the profile being made unavailable by the platform). Participants,
on average, had 1064 approvals for previous contributions (participant contributions are
approved by the task designer), one participant with 4120 approvals (maximum), and
another with 34 approvals (minimum). The average age of the participants was around
41 years, the oldest participant being between 84 and 89 years, while the youngest was
between 19 and 24 (Figure 2, top left) (precise ages of participants withheld for anonymity).
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Figure 2. Distribution of participant demographics: Top left: age distribution, Top right: employment,
and Bottom: ethnicity grouped by gender—49.9% of our participants were female, while 50.1%
were male—for either gender, the most common ethnicity was White, while Asian was the second-
most common (Figure 1, bottom left). The nationality of the participants was mostly the United
Kingdom (88.44%), followed by Italy (1.36%), Ireland (0.87%), Nigeria (0.78%), and the United States
(0.78%). Besides these most common nationalities, participants from 31 other nationalities submitted
their responses.

2.3. Data Collection

Two forms of data were collected:

(a) Virtual walkthrough data—The participant responses from the virtual walkthrough
survey included textual, nominal, and ordinal data and were completely anonymised.
The data included participants’ subjective assessments on different parameters such
as safety, aesthetic appeal, community spirit, local ownership of the community,
affordability, social inclusion and cohesiveness, comfort and satisfaction level of
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residents, and sense of belonging for ten urban neighbourhoods. The regions were
selected based on different demographic profiles and Indices of Multiple Deprivation.
Respondents provided their subjective assessments using Google Street View and
the overall ratings of the neighbourhood they ‘visited’. Each participant was only
allowed one virtual visit, and repeat contributions were disabled.

(b) English indices of deprivation—This secondary dataset [43] consisted of the Lower-
layer Super Output Area (LSOA) that each postcode fell within and the deprivation
data for that LSOA. This included ranks and deciles of the Index of Multiple Depriva-
tion and its seven domains—Income, Employment, Education, Skills and Training,
Health and Disability, Crime, Barriers to Housing and Services, and Living Environ-
ment. Indices for Income Deprivation affecting children and older people (IDACI
and IDAOPI) were used alongside other measures of deprivation to focus on specific
age groups. We expected this to address age-related vulnerabilities and provide a
comprehensive understanding of the socioeconomic landscape. Table 1 provides an
overview of the socioeconomic profile of these regions, demonstrating the range of
different locations selected for the walkthroughs.

Table 1. Index of Multiple Deprivation ranking and deciles.

Neighbourhoods Index of Multiple Deprivation Ranking Index of Multiple Deprivation Decile

Place 1 6974 3
Place 2 22,081 7
Place 3 9219 3
Place 4 28,869 9
Place 5 5089 2
Place 6 13,615 5
Place 7 31,235 10
Place 8 8346 3
Place 9 21,492 7

Place 10 14,494 5

2.4. Analysis

(a) Data Preprocessing

Data collected through the Prolific platform were noisy and contained a considerable
number of missing values due to withdrawal consent, access revocation, platform restric-
tions, entry errors, and system failures. It was assumed that locations of missing values in
the dataset were purely random, and since the data included less than 5% missing values,
complete case analysis was used as a rule of thumb [44]. Text data were pre-processed,
which included tokenisation, stop word and punctuation marks removal, and lemma-
tisation [45]. Python NLTK was used for the removal of stop words, tokenisation, and
lemmatisation, since it provides WordNet Lemmatizer, which uses the WordNet Database
to look up the lemma of words [46].

(b) Kruskal–Wallis Test

The non-parametric statistical test [47] was used to test if there was agreement amongst
participants when they used virtual walkthroughs to subjectively assess urban neighbour-
hoods [48]. The test was conducted for the ordinal attributes: affordability, socially inclusive,
socially cohesive, positive attitude, and overall assessment of the neighbourhood. Ordinal
attributes were recoded as numerical values (e.g., definitely not as 1, probably not as 2,
might or might not as 3, probably yes as 4, and definitely yes as 5). The results of this test
help answer RQ1 (‘Is there a general sense of agreement amongst people when they virtually assess
a range of qualitative aspects (affordability, social inclusion, social cohesion, attitude, and overall
assessment) of urban neighbourhoods?’)

The null and the alternative hypotheses are as follows:
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H0. There is no significant difference in the distributions of the ordinal attributes across the different
groups (urban neighbourhoods).

H1. There is a significant difference in the distributions of the ordinal attributes across the different
groups (urban neighbourhoods).

If the results of the Kruskal–Wallis test were statistically significant, then Dunn’s
test would be performed to determine exactly which groups were different. Dunn’s test
performs pairwise comparisons between each independent group to determine which
groups are statistically significantly different at the α level of significance [49]

(c) Keyword extraction

Keyword extraction is a text analysis technique that extracts frequently used and
most relevant words from a text to summarise the content of texts and recognise the main
features discussed. In this study, TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency)
scores were used to analyse the text descriptions that participants used while assessing
their neighbourhoods through virtual walkthroughs [50]. The results of this analysis
helped answer RQ2 (‘What kind of visual characteristics do people observe while assessing urban
neighbourhoods using virtual walkthroughs?’).

TF-IDF measures the importance of a word by considering its frequency within a
specific document relative to its frequency across the entire corpus. Key qualitative features
with high TF-IDF scores with the ngram_range = (2, 2) parameter were identified for each
document. Extracting significant bi-gram phrases from the textual descriptions provided
more context and nuanced understanding compared to single words. Moreover, due to the
high volume of data, the top 5 bi-gram phrases based on their TF-IDF scores were analysed
to gain insights into the descriptions participants used to assess their urban neighbourhoods.
The identified key qualitative features were aligned with the standard IMD metrics to
assess whether there was an alignment between participants’ emphasis on certain attributes
and IMD metrics. This helped to determine how participants’ perceptions of aesthetics,
composition, attractiveness, local ownership, sense of security, level of comfort, level of
satisfaction, sense of belonging, and community spirit provided insights into subjective
perceptions aligned with objective measures of deprivation (IMD). This helped partially
answer RQ3 (‘‘How do participants’ perceptions of aesthetics, social cohesion, and other relevant
factors, as captured through virtual walkthroughs, correlate with the standard objective measures of
deprivation?’).

(d) Spearman Rank Correlation

Spearman’s rank-order correlation (rs), a non-parametric correlation coefficient, was
used to study the relationship between the subjective perceptions collected through virtual
walkthroughs and the objective measures of deprivation to determine whether virtual
walkthroughs can effectively capture and assess citizens’ perceptions of a neighbourhood’s
qualities, as indicated by their correlation with established measures of deprivation [51,52].
This test also helped to understand if perceptions of affordability, social inclusion, social
cohesion, positive attitude, and overall rating, as captured through virtual walkthroughs,
correlate with the objective measures of deprivation used in standard governmental mea-
sures, further contributing to partially answer RQ3 (‘How do participants’ perceptions of
aesthetics, social cohesion, and other relevant factors, as captured through virtual walkthroughs,
correlate with the standard objective measures of deprivation?’) To determine whether the Spear-
man’s rank-order correlation was significant or not, either a t-test (n < 30) or z-test (n ≥ 30)
was performed.

The null and the alternative hypothesis are as follows:

H0. There is no significant correlation between the qualitative attributes (affordability, social
inclusion, social cohesion, positive attitude towards the neighbourhood, and overall perception of the
neighbourhood) and IMD dimensions.

H1. There is a significant correlation between the qualitative attributes and IMD dimensions.
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3. Results
3.1. Perception of the Participants

The overall perception of being in a neighbourhood along with other qualitative
attributes like affordability of a neighbourhood, social inclusion, and cohesion within a
neighbourhood and positive attitude towards a neighbourhood were rated on a 5-point
Likert Scale. Table 2 illustrates the median ratings for overall perception. Based on the
assessments of overall perception, Places 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 10 were perceived to be lower
than Places 2, 4, 7, and 9. This, to some extent, aligns with the overall IMD deciles of Places
2, 4, 7, and 9 being higher scores than 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 10. Figure 3 shows that participants
were more likely to rate the places as 2, 3, and 4 and less likely to rate the places as 1 and
5, i.e., skewed towards the middle range. This indicates a general tendency towards a
moderate level of satisfaction reflecting a balanced perception of the neighbourhoods and
avoiding extreme opinions.

Table 2. Median ratings for overall perception.

Urban Neighbourhoods Median Ratings IMD deciles (Level of
Deprivation Index)

Place 1 2 3
Place 2 4 7
Place 3 3 3
Place 4 4 9
Place 5 3 2
Place 6 3 5
Place 7 4 10
Place 8 3 3
Place 9 4 7

Place 10 3 5
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The underlying distribution of the ordinal data collected on various qualitative at-
tributes (affordability, social inclusion, social cohesion, positive attitude, and overall percep-
tion) is illustrated in Figure 4. The stacked box plots depict the distribution of participants’
perceptions of these attributes. Some places depict a skewed distribution, while others
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show a more balanced spread of perceptions. For example, social inclusion within Places 1
and 5, social cohesion within Place 1, and positive attitude towards Places 6 and 8 depicts a
more balanced spread of perceptions. Contrarily, Place 1 for the attribute affordability ap-
pears to be positively skewed, suggesting that most respondents perceive the affordability
of the place to be high, with only a few perceiving it as low, whereas the distribution for
Place 5 for affordability of the neighbourhood appears to be negatively skewed, suggesting
that most respondents perceived the affordability of the place to be low, with only a few
perceiving it as high. However, these interpretations are based on observing visual cues
in the box plots, although there might be ambiguity due to the inherent limitations of box
plots in fully capturing the complexities of the data distributions. Furthermore, a significant
amount of variability is also observed within each area, along with outliers in nearly every
location, possibly due to specific unique characteristics of a neighbourhood that influence
participants’ perceptions. Particularly noteworthy is the atypical distribution observed
for the affordability of Place 6 and Place 8, where there is a concentration of data in the
lower range, with few data points significantly deviating from the norm. This illustrates a
perception of homogeneity within these neighbourhoods. Although, the perception of ho-
mogeneity is influenced by factors like the data collection methods, sample size, or specific
variables being measured and might not reflect the entire diversities and complexities that
often exist within a neighbourhood.
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Hence, it reveals that there are varying patterns in participants’ perceptions across
different neighbourhoods, with some places showing more balanced opinions while others
display skewed distributions.

Furthermore, the Kruskal–Wallis test (Table 3) determines that there is a statistically sig-
nificant difference in how people perceive each attribute (affordability, socially inclusive, so-
cially cohesive, and positive attitude of a neighbourhood) across ten urban neighbourhoods,
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since the Asymp. Sig. (two-sided) is 0 (0 < 0.01). This provides a more comprehensive
understanding of the variations in perceptions within each attribute category.

Table 3. Kruskal–Wallis test of people’s perceptions.

Kruskal–Wallis Test

Test Statistic
(H)

Degrees of Freedom
(df) Asymp Sig (2-Sided)

Overall Perception 244.67 9 0
Affordability 234.82 9 0

Socially Inclusive 33.44 9 0
Socially Cohesive 51.38 9 0
Positive Attitude 205.36 9 0

Since the results are significant for each category, a post hoc Dunn’s test was conducted
with Bonferroni-corrected alpha (0.0011) for multiple comparisons. Table A1 (Appendix C)
represents a comparison of different places based on various qualitative aspects, such as
affordability, social inclusion, social cohesion, positive attitude, and overall ratings. The
“2713” marks indicate which qualitative aspects are significantly different between the two
places being compared. Hence, this identifies the specific pairs of neighbourhoods that have
significantly different perceptions for each attribute. For instance, Place 1 is significantly
different from Place 2, Place 3, Place 4, Place 5, Place 6, Place 7, Place 8, Place 9, and Place
10 in terms of affordability, social inclusion, social cohesion, positive attitude, and overall
ratings. Hence, we conclude that differences in perception are not random and can be
attributed to the unique characteristics present within each neighbourhood. For example:

1. Affordability: Significant variations in perception about the affordability of different
places could be attributed to factors such as local economic conditions, housing
policies, or demographic characteristics.

2. Social Inclusion and Social Cohesion: Significant differences in perceptions for these
attributes may suggest variations in community demographics, levels of diversity,
social programs, or community engagement initiatives.

3. Positive Attitude and Overall Ratings: Significant differences in positive attitude and
overall ratings between neighbourhoods may indicate variations in factors such as
residents’ perceptions of safety, amenities, public services, and overall quality of life.

Our analysis of the perceptions of the participants therefore reveals statistically signifi-
cant variations in their perceptions across various urban neighbourhoods. The identified
significantly different mean ranks for attributes such as affordability, social inclusion, social
cohesion, positive attitude, and overall neighbourhood ratings emphasise the nuanced
distinctions in how residents perceive their living environments.

3.2. Comparison of Participant Perception with IMD Scores

An analysis based on the data presented in Figure 5, compares participants’ ratings
of different neighbourhoods and their alignment with the Index of Multiple Deprivation
(IMD) deciles. The findings illustrated that there are both agreements and disagreements
between participants’ perceptions and the Indices of Multiple Deprivation:

(1) Place 5 (IMD decile 2): Despite being identified as the most deprived neighbourhood
according to the IMD, a small percentage of participants rated it 1 (1.02%) and 2
(9.18%) on the Likert Scale. This indicates that some individuals have a more posi-
tive qualitative perception of this neighbourhood compared to what the IMD decile
suggests.

(2) Place 1 (IMD decile 3): This neighbourhood is identified as one of the deprived regions.
Only 5.56% of people rated this place as 4, and none of the participants rated it as 5
(least deprived), which indicates that participants’ subjective evaluations align with
the objective measure of deprivation in the identified neighbourhood.
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(3) Place 3 and Place 8 (IMD decile 3): These neighbourhoods, despite being identified as
deprived according to the IMD, received higher ratings from a considerable number of
participants. This suggests that there might be visual features of these neighbourhoods
that offer a more favourable perception among certain participants.

(4) Place 6 and Place 10 (IMD decile 5): These neighbourhoods are moderately deprived,
and most of the participants rated them as 2, 3, and 4, which reflects a balanced
perception of the neighbourhood, acknowledging both positive and negative aspects
associated with moderate deprivation.

(5) Place 2, Place 9, Place 4, and Place 7 (IMD deciles 7, 7, 9, and 10, respectively): These
neighbourhoods, which are considered the least deprived regions based on the IMD
deciles, align well with participants’ perception of being favourable neighbourhoods.
This alignment indicates that participants’ perceptions are consistent with the low
levels of deprivation indicated by the governmental index.
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1 indicates the least positive (most deprived) and 5 indicates the most positive (least deprived). The
question for these responses is Q7 (On a scale of 1–5, how would you rate this neighbourhood?).

In conclusion, the exploratory analysis shows that participants have varied perceptions
about different neighbourhoods, and these perceptions are, to some extent, compatible
with the Index of Multiple Deprivation. However, there are instances where participants’
perceptions differ from the IMD scores, highlighting the complexity and the importance of
subjective perceptions alongside objective measures.

Furthermore, the correlation tests (Table 4) identify statistically significant relationships
between some of the qualitative attributes and different dimensions of the Index of Multiple
Deprivation (IMD), illustrating a complex interplay between qualitative attributes and IMD
dimensions. Significant correlations are as follows:

(a) Significant Negative Correlations with Affordability (p-Value ≤ 0.05):

Participants’ assessments of affordability are significantly negatively correlated with
the following IMD dimensions: Education and Skills, Health and Disability, IDACI (Income
Deprivation Affecting Children Index), and overall IMD. The results suggest that lower
affordability, as perceived by participants, is associated with higher levels of deprivation
in various dimensions of the Index of Multiple Deprivation, including education, health,
income affecting children, and overall deprivation. For example, on average, as people
perceive affordability to be lower, there tends to be a higher level of deprivation in terms of
education and skills in the corresponding areas.
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(b) No Significant Correlations with Social Inclusion, Social Cohesion, and Positive
Attitude (p-Value > 0.05):

The assessment of social inclusion, social cohesion, and positive attitude towards the
neighbourhoods are not significantly correlated with any of the IMD dimensions. This
means that these qualitative attributes do not show a clear relationship with the dimensions
of deprivation. This suggests that visual indicators in the selected neighbourhoods were
not sufficient to offer insights into these factors.

(c) Significant Correlations with Overall Perception (p-Value ≤ 0.05):

Overall perception about the neighbourhood is significantly correlated with multiple
IMD dimensions: Income, Employment, Education and Skills, Health and Disability, Crime,
IDACI, and overall IMD. This suggests that, for our participants, the overall perception
of a neighbourhood aligns with various socioeconomic IMD dimensions, such as income,
education, health, and crime.

Table 4. Spearman’s rank correlation (two-tailed values).

Income Employment Education
and skills

Health and
Disability Crime

Barriers to
Housing and

Service
Living En-
vironment IDACI IDAOPI IMD

Decile

Affordability
−0.58 −0.62 −0.77 −0.74 −0.62 −0.35 −0.15 −0.58 −0.38 −0.77

p = 0.08
>0.05

p = 0.06
>0.05

p = 0.01
<0.05

p = 0.02
<0.05

p = 0.06
>0.05

p = 0.32
>0.05

p = 0.67
>0.05

p = 0.01
<0.05

p = 0.27
>0.05

p = 0.01
<0.05

Social
inclusion

−0.02 0.022 0.14 −0.11 0.32 0.04 −0.5 −0.16 −0.21 −0.02

p = 0.96
>0.05

p = 0.95
>0.05

p = 0.70
>0.05

p = 0.75
>0.05

p = 0.37
>0.05

p = 0.92
>0.05

p = 0.14
>0.05

p = 0.66
>0.05

p = 0.56
>0.05

p = 0.96
>0.05

Social
cohesion

−0.22 −0.07 0.04 −0.07 0.47 0.11 0.145 0 −0.32 0.04

p = 0.55
>0.05

p = 0.84
>0.05

p = 0.92
>0.05

p = 0.84
>0.05

p = 0.17
>0.05

p = 0.76
>0.05

p = 0.69
>0.05

p = 1
>0.05

p = 0.36
>0.05

p = 0.92
>0.05

Positive
attitude

0.18 0.3 0.04 −0.7 0.47 0.11 0.14 0 −0.32 0.04

p = 0.62
>0.05

p = 0.39
>0.05

p = 0.92
>0.05

p = 0.84
>0.05

p = 0.17
>0.05

p = 0.76
>0.05

p = 0.69
>0.05

p = 1
>0.05

p = 0.36
>0.05

p = 0.92
>0.05

Overall
rating

0.67 0.72 0.75 0.74 0.72 0.4 −0.05 0.76 0.55 0.84

p = 0.03
<0.05

p = 0.02
<0.05

p = 0.01
<0.05

p = 0.01
<0.05

p = 0.02
<0.05

p = 0.26
>0.05

p = 0.89
>0.05

p = 0.01 <
0.05

p = 0.10
>0.05

p = 0.002
<0.05

3.3. Analysis of Open-Ended Responses

As can be observed in the Questionnaire (Appendix A), the participants were also
asked to elaborate on their perceptions of the neighbourhood through open-ended ques-
tions. Given the high volume of responses, the analysis of the open-ended responses
involved analysing the key terms extracted from the text. Term analysis drew significance
from the kind of descriptions participants used while assessing their urban neighbourhoods
using virtual walkthroughs. The key qualitative attributes that were most relevant for
determining the qualitative indicators in these urban neighbourhoods were identified using
the TF-IDF scores with the ngram_range = (2, 2) parameter.

3.3.1. Most Deprived Places

Table A2 (Appendix C) presents the most significant key terms from the text responses
of the open-ended questions of the most deprived places.

Place 5, which belongs to 20% of the most deprived areas within the UK, received a
considerable number of high ratings on the Likert Scale (43.88%). Participants’ associated
descriptors contributed to their positive perceptions, which included aesthetically pleasing,
tidy spacious, neighbourhood clean, feels secure, boundaries fenced, and street clean. For
example, participants mentioned:

“. . . the houses look nice, most of them were well-maintained. There was lots of
green space. It didn’t seem cramped, it wasn’t too full of cars.”

“. . . how safe and calm it is.”
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“Well manicured gardens with plenty of evidence of civic pride in neighbour-
hoods, elderly housing was evident with a large number of family dwelling.”

These comments highlight the neighbourhood’s aesthetic appeal and attractiveness,
indicating a good living environment.

Furthermore, participants who provided low ratings on the Likert Scale (10.2%) iden-
tified some visible characteristics that contributed to their negative perceptions, like low
class, looks poor, poor strangers, depressing area, feel unsafe, etc. For example, partici-
pants mentioned:

“lower class families. just from looking at the cars and the houses. very small
houses. old cars.”

“. . . would feel unsafe there because it feels like a poor or deprived area. This is
because of the small terraced houses.”

“. . . not my sort of attractive area but it is ok to live in. It looks like it is made up
of council houses and usually people in council houses are poor and there might
be a high rate of crime in such an area”.

This suggests that these participants associate the area with a lack of vibrancy, a sense
of danger, and believe that there is a significant presence of financially disadvantaged
residents. The relative deprivation for Place 1, Place 3, and Place 8 (30% of the most
deprived areas within the UK) illustrates there is almost the same level of deprivation in all
the sectors of societal development.

Participants who provided high ratings associated specific features with their positive
perceptions. These features included terms like well looked, rubbish street, green clean,
working class, sense pride, feels claustrophobic, tidy spacious, and trouble street. The
analysis also revealed substantial differences in opinions among participants regarding the
places being assessed. Notably, none of the participants rated Place 1 with a rating of 5.
Additionally, only a small percentage of participants (4.2% for Place 3 and 0.8% for Place
8) assigned a rating of 5 to these places, indicating that these places might have specific
characteristics that are particularly appealing to only a subset of participants.

For example, participants of Place 1 mentioned:

“. . . low income neighbourhood with small households.”

“. . . well maintained much litter and well kept houses. The appearance suggests
that residents have local ownership.”

whereas Place 3 and Place 8 participants mentioned:

“. . . clean and tidy but not attractive, the street lighting is minimal but there is
rails to help the elderly.”

“. . . great but it feels claustrophobic.”

“. . . wouldn’t say a strong community spirit but the houses are all well keeps, and
the area is clean and tidy so some level of care has gone into the area from the
community.”

Participants who provided low ratings on the Likert Scale identified some visible
characteristics, like neighbourhood appealing, depressing live, poor strangers, unappealing
street, no rubbish visible, etc.

For example, a participant writing about Place 1 observed:

“. . . little rough and a bit derelict. It looks quite damp and sad and there isn’t
much around it like shops or parks. . .”

A participant observed about Place 3:

“Isolated, lonely, not very attractive.”

Another participant observed about Place 8:
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“. . . not the best example of an attractive residential area but there are plenty of
worse examples in this country. The public areas were free of rubbish and the
houses appeared to be in a decent state. . .”

Despite the same level of overall deprivation, these places exhibited unique characteris-
tics that resonated differently with participants, leading to diverse ratings and perceptions.

3.3.2. Medium Level of Deprivation

Table A3 (Appendix C) describes how participants observed Places 6 and 10, which
constitute a medium level of deprivation, as per the Indices of Multiple Deprivation.

The comparative analysis between Place 6 and Place 10 revealed intriguing differences
in citizens’ perceptions of these neighbourhoods, despite both having the same level of
relative deprivation. This contrast became evident when considering the IMD aspects in
which these places were relatively better off:

For Place 6:

• Income,
• Employment,
• Education and Skills,
• Health and Disability.

For Place 10:

• Crime,
• Barriers to Housing and Society,
• Living Environment.

While both neighbourhoods experienced similar overall relative deprivation, the
distinct sectors in which they showed comparative advantages appeared to drive differing
perceptions among citizens.

The perceptions of citizens who provided high ratings for Place 6 on the Likert Scale
associated specific descriptors with their positive perception. Some of the key features
they identified as having high predictive value for the relative identification of quantitative
metrics included attractive area, little cramped, tidy properties, litter graffiti, aesthetically
pleasing, tidy spacious, and security high.

In contrast, for Place 10, participants who provided high ratings highlighted a different
set of features that they found most relevant for their perceptions of the neighbourhood.
These features included poor working, front yards, homely neighbourhood, semi-detached,
sense pride, and safe street. It is evident that their evaluations were influenced by factors
such as the neighbourhood’s character, the presence of families and children, the type of
housing, and a sense of safety and pride.

For example, participants of Place 6 mentioned:

“. . . very aesthetically pleasing. There are a lot of trees and shrubbery, greenery
brightens up streets and neighbourhoods. The grassy areas are well tended and
the houses/flats look well maintained.”

“I sense security is high in the area again due to the appearance of the area being
nice and tidy. I would suspect a very close neighbourhood where everyone looks
out for each other”

Whereas, for Place 10, participants mentioned:

“. . . a poor working class living there, not much social houses.”

“. . . no indication of any vandalism or anything. The street seemed well kept.
This also gives people pride about living there which evokes a happy lifestyle.”

Participants who gave low ratings on the Likert Scale for Place 6 associated their
perceptions with descriptors such as lower class, well kept, socialising street view, poor
strangers, comfortable fairly, depressing area, and feel unsafe. For example, participants of
Place 6 mentioned:
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“. . . looks neglected. I appreciate that if the houses are social housing then the
council are at fault, but there is very little planting or decor to suggest any pride
in their home.”

“block of flats definitely feels unsafe to me as a small woman.”

“. . . relatively poor neighbourhood. Therefore, I think there is a higher risk of
crime there.”

On the other hand, for Place 10, descriptors such as working class, cramped narrow,
young families, clean looked, aesthetically pleasing, and neighbourhood suburban were
relevant to participants’ perceptions and played a significant role in their assessments. For
example, they mentioned:

“working class families”.

“It’s very residential and safe for young families”.

“Some of the home owners have made efforts to enhance the appearance of their
property and provide off street parking, which is aesthetically pleasing”.

The comparative analysis between Place 6 and Place 10 illustrates the complexity
of subjective perceptions within neighbourhoods of similar relative deprivation levels.
These further emphasise the multifaceted nature of how individuals perceive and eval-
uate their living environment by a combination of tangible attributes, visual cues, and
intangible factors.

3.3.3. Least-Deprived Places

Table A4 (Appendix C) represents the most significant key terms from the text re-
sponses of the open-ended questions for the least-deprived places.

The IMD score for Place 2 (decile 7), Place 4 (decile 9), Place 7 (decile 10), and Place 9
(decile 7) suggests a high standard of living.

However, specific sectors within these neighbourhoods, such as Living Environment
for Place 2; Income and Employment for Place 4; Income, Education, Barriers to Housing,
and Society and Employment for Place 7; and Income, Barriers to Housing and Society,
and Living Environment for Place 9 exhibit higher levels of deprivation compared to other
sectors. This discrepancy highlights the need to consider individual aspects within neigh-
bourhoods, as, even in relatively well-off areas, certain sectors might still face challenges.
These highlight the need for combining governmental index and subjective assessments
to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the standard of living and the unique
characteristics of different neighbourhoods.

The subjective assessment of these neighbourhoods further reveals differences in
citizens’ perceptions. It is notable that a similar percentage (approximately 63%) of people
gave high ratings for Place 2, Place 4, and Place 7, while slightly fewer participants (51.87%)
provided high ratings for Place 9.

Participants who provided low ratings on the Likert Scale for the least-deprived places
focused on a range of descriptors to express their perceptions. These descriptors included
terms like new build, planting gardens, middle class, working class, privately owned, litter
clean, socialising street view, little rough, comfortable area, and feel unsafe. These features
were considered highly relevant by participants for identifying quantitative metrics related
to the relative quality of these neighbourhoods.

This analysis underscores that, even in areas with a generally high standard of living,
individuals’ perceptions are shaped by a combination of factors, both physical and social.
The presence of terms like new build and privately owned and descriptors related to
the condition of the neighbourhood, such as litter clean and little rough, indicates the
importance of the physical environment and the overall appearance of the neighbourhood
to residents.

For example, participants of these places mentioned:

“White, middle aged, lower middle class/working class, in employment.”
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“It felt like a very busy road with not much garden or space for cars.”

The descriptors poor area and looks poor were two phrases with high TF-IDF scores
for Place 7 and Place 9, depicting low standards of living, which was contradictory with
their Income deciles, which were 10 and 8, respectively.

For example, participants mentioned:

“. . . well presented houses and plenty of trees/bushes. The houses are a good size
with driveways/parking, however the quality of the road itself looks poor and
needs upkeep—suspect it’s lacking attention or not a priority for the local council.”

“level of satisfaction would be low because it feels like a poor area and the place
doesn’t look that good so.”

Citizens who provided high ratings on the Likert Scale mostly perceived that, for the
least-deprived places, neighbourhood attractive, nicely spaced, liked greenery, rubbish
street, safe welcoming, secure boundaries, security high, security cameras, little cramped,
well maintained, etc. were the most relevant features.

For example, participants mentioned:

“. . . looks orderly; this invokes a sense of security. Residents have private space
to park their cars.”

“. . . looks pleasant so has a good aesthetic value. It is tidy and quiet which makes
it seem like a nice and safe place to be.”

“. . . attractive area, the houses are well kept with tidy gardens. The area is
specious and there are plenty of trees.”

3.4. Key Findings

In conducting the assessment of neighbourhood walkthroughs using Google Street
View, our findings indicate that:

• There is a prevailing inclination towards a moderate level of satisfaction among partic-
ipants, indicating a balanced perception of the neighbourhoods under investigation.
This suggests that individuals tended to avoid expressing extreme opinions, whether
overtly positive or negative, and instead, their feedback or responses fell within a more
moderate and balanced range. This balanced perspective might indicate a nuanced
and thoughtful evaluation of the neighbourhoods, possibly considering both positive
and negative aspects without leaning towards extreme judgments.

• The distribution of participants’ perceptions regarding attributes such as affordability,
social inclusion, social cohesion, positive attitude, and overall perception appeared
to be skewed, with the exception of a few places where a more balanced spread of
perceptions was observed. The skewed distribution of the respondents were positive
(a higher perception or rating) and negative (a lower perception or rating). These inter-
pretations were, however, based on observing visual cues in the box plots (Figure 4),
and there might have been ambiguity due to the inherent limitations of box plots in
fully capturing the complexities of the data distributions.

• There was some evidence that the overall subjective assessments of the neighbour-
hoods were aligned with certain Indices of Multiple Deprivation factors, such as
income, employment, education and skills, health and disability, crime, and IDACI
(Income Deprivation Affecting Children Index). However, while assessing specific
qualitative attributes (e.g., social inclusion, social cohesion, and positive attitude) of
the neighbourhoods with respect to the IMD factors, our analysis revealed that the
perceptions were, to some extent, compatible with the Index of Multiple Deprivation
but not significantly correlated with any of the IMD dimensions. Participant assess-
ments of affordability were significantly negatively correlated with Education and
Skills, Health and Disability, IDACI (Income Deprivation Affecting Children Index),
and overall IMD.
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• In assessing the most deprived places, participants tended to observe characteris-
tics such as aesthetically pleasing, tidy spacious, neighbourhood clean, feels secure,
boundaries fenced, and street clean for their positive assessments, while observing
characteristics such as well looked, rubbish street, green clean, working class, sense
pride, and feels claustrophobic for their negative assessments.

• In assessing moderately deprived places, participants tended to observe characteristics
such as attractive area, little cramped, tidy properties, litter graffiti, aesthetically
pleasing, security high, homely neighbourhood, semi-detached, and sense pride for
their positive assessments, while observing characteristics such as lower class, well
kept, socialising street view, poor strangers, comfortable fairly, depressing area, and
feel unsafe for their negative assessments.

• In assessing the least-deprived places, participants tended to observe characteristics
such as neighbourhood attractive, nicely spaced, liked greenery, rubbish street, safe
welcoming, secure boundaries, security high, security cameras, little cramped, and
well maintained for their positive assessments, while observing characteristics such
as new build, planting gardens, middle class, working class, privately owned, litter
clean, and socialising street view for their negative assessments.

4. Discussion

The discrepancies in how participants rated these places underscore the need to con-
sider a diverse range of factors that contribute to individuals’ perspectives and perceptions.
These factors could include personal experiences, cultural backgrounds, socioeconomic
status, and other contextual elements that shape how people interpret and assess their
surroundings. Hence, to highlight the complex and multifaceted nature of urban neigh-
bourhoods’ perceptions, a comprehensive analysis of perceptions across ten urban neigh-
bourhoods was conducted. While certain areas exhibited characteristics associated with
higher levels of deprivation, others excelled in fostering social inclusion, cohesion, and
positive attitudes. The statistical analyses further emphasised the significance of these
variations and provided a deeper insight into the diversity of the perceptions across neigh-
bourhoods using exploratory analysis and non-parametric tests. Similarly, [17] underscored
the importance of understanding variations in perceptions across different neighbourhoods
and demographic groups regarding environmental deprivation and its contributing factors
using techniques like exploratory analysis and one-way ANOVA, highlighting the need
for targeted interventions and policy measures to address specific concerns within these
neighbourhoods. Hence, this research was primarily motivated by the absence of a unified
understanding of theoretical and methodological approaches for comprehensively captur-
ing the holistic experience of belonging to a neighbourhood through virtual walkthroughs.
Our results suggest that, while virtual walkthroughs offer unique, scalable, and affordable
opportunities to assess qualitative factors in urban neighbourhoods, the range of factors
that can be assessed needs careful and balanced consideration. In the future, we aim to
use these results to develop a framework for virtual walkthroughs that can be applied to
wider contexts.

The varied perceptions amongst participants, whether they are skewed or more bal-
anced spreads of perceptions or perceptions of homogeneity about different aspects of
the neighbourhoods, reflect all the diversities and complexities that often exist within a
neighbourhood. This variability emphasises the importance of taking a comprehensive and
nuanced approach when evaluating and addressing the quality of different urban areas.

While objective measures provide valuable insights, they may not capture the full
range of individual experiences and perspectives highlighting the complexity of assess-
ing qualitative aspects of neighbourhoods. Refs. [19–21] also highlighted the need for
integrating objective measures of deprivation with subjective perceptions to capture a
nuanced understanding of urban neighbourhoods. Henceforth, in this study, it has been
evident that participants’ perceptions of urban neighbourhoods were both in agreement
and disagreement with the Index of Multiple Deprivation, capturing the lived experiences
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and subjective viewpoints of participants for a more holistic understanding of the neigh-
bourhood dynamics. This comprehensive approach can potentially contribute to more
effective policy making and community development efforts that will aim to consider the
unique characteristics of each neighbourhood. This can address disparities and enhance the
overall neighbourhood well-being by considering these insights. The correlation between
subjective perceptions and objective IMD dimensions underscores the intricate interplay
between socioeconomic factors and qualitative attributes. While certain dimensions of the
IMD show significant correlations with perceptions (e.g., affordability), other attributes like
social inclusion, social cohesion, and positive attitude exhibit more nuanced relationships.
Subjective assessments by the participants revealed the intricate interplay between individ-
ual perception and the specific characteristics associated with different sectors within these
neighbourhoods. Participants’ comments and the differences in their assessments suggest
that various aspects, ranging from social dynamics to physical aesthetics, contribute to how
they perceived and evaluated these places.

In essence, term analysis enriches our understanding of how residents evaluate their
urban neighbourhoods. It highlights the convergence and divergence between quantitative
metrics and subjective perceptions, emphasising the importance of both in comprehen-
sively assessing the quality of neighbourhoods. These insights offer a valuable foundation
for informed decision-making in urban planning, community development efforts, etc.
For example, even in regions where objective measures suggest low deprivation levels,
subjective perceptions are shaped by a combination of physical and social factors. The
presence of specific terms such as new build and privately owned and descriptors related
to the condition of the neighbourhood, like litter clean and little rough, underscores the
significance of the physical environment and overall appearance in shaping participant
perceptions. Similarly, [49] also highlighted the significance of using TF-IDF for extracting
features to understand the perception of COVID-19 vaccination for a Middle East case study.
By addressing the specific attributes and concerns identified by residents, policymakers
can work towards creating more vibrant, inclusive, and liveable urban environments that
reflect the diverse needs and aspirations of their inhabitants.

It is worth noting that, in conducting this study, we made certain assumptions. Our
primary assumption was that crowd workers on Prolific who were based in the UK were
able to observe urban neighbourhoods and could assess them subjectively. While this might
be the case for many UK residents, it is possible that crowd workers new to the country
may have less familiarity with the physical characteristics of cities. It is also possible that
crowd workers outside the UK may have been offered the task if they accessed Prolific
using a VPN. Another assumption was that all participants had a similar way of assessing
neighbourhoods through Google Street View and were familiar with the tool. Although the
tool is highly popular, it is possible that some participants may have been unfamiliar with
the interface and interaction mechanism. A further assumption was that the interaction
experience was the same for all device types, which may not hold true. However, the
data collected (substantial inputs from participants and sufficient time taken to perform
the tasks) did not indicate these possibilities. Another assumption of our study was that
our participants were not necessarily residents in the neighbourhood they conducted their
walkthrough. While this reduced biases from our study, we should also note that our
findings might not reflect the true observations that residents might have.

Our final assumption was that streets serve as visible indicators of a neighbourhood’s
socioeconomic status, reflecting its relative deprivation through factors like housing con-
ditions, commercial activity, social dynamics, safety measures, etc., thus affirming the
accuracy of the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) levels assigned to Lower-layer Super
Output Areas (LSOAs) in depicting the physical characteristics of different places surveyed.
Although residents and citizens are already engaged in designing urban planning and
design interventions, we believe our findings highlight certain factors that can be assessed
by non-residents. This offers us an approach towards scaling up to engage a large number
of members of the public to assess neighbourhoods over different time periods. This might
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not only offer insights into designing interventions but also assess the visual impact of in-
terventions over time and space. Such approaches can be invaluable to urban planning and
design and also other areas such as environmental studies, smart cities, and social sciences.

The study also suffered from some limitations, as we assessed a range of qualita-
tive characteristics only through a virtual survey. While on a day-to-day basis, Google
Street View serves as an irreplaceable tool for learning more about a place, it does not
offer the same understanding and experience as an in-person visit. Another limitation
was that, while our statistical methods in text analysis used TF-IDF scores to ensure the
most significant words that contributed to characterising participant responses, we did
not employ deeper natural language understanding methods (for example, dealing with
sarcasm, similar words, jokes, etc.). The detailed text analysis showed us a holistic overview
of the neighbourhoods, but a considerable amount of subjective bias was found in the
study when the data were grouped according to the ratings. This was prominent for most
of the ratings, as no conclusive overview could be drawn, as the respondents just used
stop words while expressing their opinions about the neighbourhoods. Some of the visible
characteristics also lost their relevance due to potential spelling mistakes like ‘peopit tidyle’
and ‘knowing peopit’. Finally, it is worth noting that Google Street View is not a dynamic,
real-time representation of how a neighbourhood looks but a snapshot of neighbourhoods
captured at distinct times. It is, however, possible for participants to observe previous
images of neighbourhoods to gain a sense of the dynamic changes; in our present study,
our participants only observed the most recent imagery.

In future works, we aim to further analyse the text content in more depth, including
more qualitative methods to interpret participant responses. We also aim to extend our
study to other cities in the UK and beyond, with larger participant numbers to further
verify our findings.
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Appendix A. Virtual Walkthrough for Assessing Urban Quality

Below, you will find yourself directed to a location on Google Street View (you may
also want to click on this link to refer to this location while responding to the questions
later)—this street has a dead end (does not have an exit road). Please explore the area by
going up/down the street you find yourself in. You can feel free to exit the street, but please
note that the point 2 below (counting the number of cars parked) is relevant to the street
only. You will need to:

- Pay attention to the visual features of the neighbourhood as you explore it
- Count the number of cars parked only on either side of the street.
- Subjectively assess any qualitative aspects of the street (e.g., homely, safe, attractive)

<Embedded Google Street View Location (1 randomly selected from 10)>
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In this survey, you will be asked open-ended questions. Please be as descriptive as
you can (at least 2–3 sentences would be very helpful) while answering these questions.

Q25 What is your Prolific ID?
Please note that this response should auto-fill with the correct ID
________________________________________________________________

1. How many cars on the street did you count?

________________________________________________________________

2. Could you briefly (in 2 or 3 sentences) describe what did you do during the exploration
of this neighbourhood?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Start of Block: Please answer the following 2 questions (Randomly selected 2 of 4)
Q3.1 Do you think this area is attractive? What visual feature makes you feel this way?
(please be as descriptive as you can)
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q3.2 From visually observing this neighbourhood, what do you feel about the composition
of the neighbourhood? (please be as descriptive as you can)
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q3.3 From visually observing this neighbourhood, do you feel there is a local ownership of
the community living here? (please be as descriptive as you can)
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q3.4 Do you think this neighbourhood has a strong community spirit? What visual features
make you think this way? (please be as descriptive as you can)
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Start of Block: Please answer the following questions:
Q4 Do you think this is an affordable neighbourhood?

o Definitely not (1)
o Probably not (2)
o Might or might not (3)
o Probably yes (4)
o Definitely yes (5)

Q5 Do you think this area is socially inclusive? (Social inclusion is the act of making all
groups of people within a society feel valued and important)
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o Definitely not (1)
o Probably not (2)
o Might or might not (3)
o Probably yes (4)
o Definitely yes (5)

Q6 Do you think this area is socially cohesive? (Social cohesion refers to the strength of
relationships and the sense of solidarity among members of a community)

o Definitely not (1)
o Probably not (2)
o Might or might not (3)
o Probably yes (4)
o Definitely yes (5)

Q7 On a scale of 1–5, overall, how would you rate this neighbourhood?

o 1 (1)
o 2 (2)
o 3 (3)
o 4 (4)
o 5 (5)

Q8 Do you think this neighbourhood promotes a positive attitude?

o Definitely not (1)
o Probably not (2)
o Might or might not (3)
o Probably yes (4)
o Definitely yes (5)

Start of Block: Please answer the following 3 questions (Randomly selected 3 of 5)
Q9.1 What do you feel about the aesthetic value of this neighbourhood? What aspects of
this neighbourhood that you observed makes you feel this way? (please be as descriptive
as you can)
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q9.2 What do you feel about the level of comfort of being in this neighbourhood? What
aspects of this neighbourhood that you observed makes you feel this way? (please be as
descriptive as you can)
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q9.3 Overall, what do you feel about your level of satisfaction being in this neighbourhood?
What aspects of this neighbourhood that you observed makes you feel this way? (please be
as descriptive as you can)
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q9.4 What do you feel about the sense of belonging in this neighbourhood? What aspects
of this neighbourhood that you observed makes you feel this way? (please be as descriptive
as you can)
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q9.5 What do you feel about the sense of security of being in this neighbourhood? What
aspects of this neighbourhood that you observed makes you feel this way? (please be as
descriptive as you can)
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Start of Block: End of survey message
Q26 Thank you for taking part in this survey. Please click the button below to be redirected
to Prolific and register your submission

Appendix B. Geographical Description of Sheffield

Sheffield is one of the largest cities in the UK, with a growing population of half a
million residents [53]. It is one of the most sharply divided cities in the UK in terms of
income and occupation. Historically a mining and industrial town, predominantly centred
around coal mining, steel manufacturing and cutlery, Sheffield suffered from rapid de-
industrialisation post-1979, which led to the loss of thousands of jobs [54]. Unemployment
disproportionately affected the eastern part of the city, as compared to a more affluent
south-west, and a range of interventions were designed by successive local governments to
bridge these gaps [55]. Much of the reasons for the inequalities arose from the geography of
the city (low-lying regions close to rivers providing ideal industrial sites resulted in housing
workforce, while hills and easy access to the country were mostly preferred by the wealthier
residents) and the subsequent industrial grassroots. Despite significant investments and a
growth in jobs in public administration, education, and health [56], Sheffield still persists
as a sharply divided city.

Appendix C. Detailed Results

Table A1. Post hoc Dunn’s test using a Bonferroni-corrected alpha of 0.0011.

Significantly Different
Mean Ranks Affordability Social Inclusion Social Cohesion Positive Attitude Overall Ratings

Place 1–Place 2 2713 2713 2713 2713
Place 1–Place 3 2713 2713 2713 2713 2713
Place 1–Place 4 2713 2713 2713 2713 2713
Place 1–Place 5 2713 2713 2713 2713 2713
Place 1–Place 6 2713 2713 2713
Place 1–Place 7 2713 2713 2713 2713
Place 1–Place 8 2713 2713 2713 2713
Place 1–Place 9 2713 2713 2713 2713

Place 1–Place 10 2713 2713 2713 2713
Place 2–Place6 2713 2713
Place 2–Place 8 2713 2713 2713

Place 2–Place 10 2713 2713 2713
Place 3–Place 6 2713 2713 2713
Place 3–Place 8 2713 2713
Place 4–Place 6 2713 2713 2713 2713
Place 4–Place 8 2713 2713 2713 2713

Place 4–Place 10 2713 2713 2713
Place 5–Place 6 2713 2713 2713 2713
Place 5–Place 8 2713 2713
Place 6–Place 9 2713 2713
Place 7–Place 8 2713
Place 8–Place 9 2713 2713

Place 8–Place 10 2713 2713
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Table A2. Most significant key terms from text responses for Place 5 (IMD decile 2) and Place 1, Place
3, and Place 8 (IMD decile 3).

Attributes Ratings Place5 Place 1 Place 3 Place 8

Attractive

1

empty vocabulary

rundown rough, rough
hell, looks rundown empty vocabulary

empty vocabulary

2 untidy dated, scenic
views, unattractive road

run scruffy, unattractive
houses, rubbish visible

3 street England, normal
street, like normal

quite busy, neater
everyone,

driveways cars

4 really buildings, look
nice, buildings look

looks lovely, gardens
looks, well looked

5 NOT RATED well looked, rubbish
street, neat tidy

Composition

1 houses flats, appears
council, council houses

really grim, visually
unappealing,

unappealing street
empty vocabulary houses flats, council

houses, local authority

2
lower class, slightly

kilter,
composition straight

busy neighbourhood,
social housing,

looks cheap

safe unwelcoming,
lonely attractive,
isolated lonely

lower class, well kept,
residential area

3
think poor, poor

neighbourhood, neigh-
bourhood attractive

claen quiet, regular
neighbourhood,

like regular

general housing,
housing estate,
people together

poor neighbourhood,
neighbourhood

attractive, social house

4
quiet attractive,

attractive area, area
communal

people low, low incomes,
incomes live

green clean, good
neighbourhood,
working class

attractive area, area
communal little

cramped

5 empty vocabulary NOT RATED empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

Local Ownership

1 empty vocabulary

empty vocabulary

empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

2
community ownership,
ownership community,

believe much

think council, council
property, property

houses

community ownership,
community living,
shape pavement

3 tight neighbourhood well cared, looks well,
area looks

evidence case, sure
honest, houses cars

tight neighbourhood,
like area

4 tidy properties, looks
neat, front garden

well maintained, well
kept, much litter

housing area, locals see,
sense pride

tidy properties, looks
neat, front garden

5 empty vocabulary NOT RATED
ownership community,
community living, feel

local
empty vocabulary

Community Spirit

1 empty vocabulary
tightly packed, packed
neighbourhood, houses

tightly
empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

2 run neglected, little
rough

maybe honestly,
honestly idea

seemed cramped,
cramped urban,

conservatories likely

feels like, socialising
streetview, little rough

3
neighbourhood strong,

good relations,
neighbors good

together tending,
tending gardens, know

living

possibly cul-de sac,
parked manner

neighbourhood strong,
good relations, spirit

street

4 cul de, street clean, litter
graffiti

together easy, plus
community, people

interact

space community, cars
space, care community

well kept, street clean,
litter graffiti

5 think communal, clothes
drying NOT RATED

tidy community,
street tidy, community

respect

think communal,
general tidiness, drying

racks

Aesthetic Value

1
little aesthetic,

individuality, flats
outdated

really messy, messy
unattractive, road

narrow
empty vocabulary

value houses little
aesthetic individuality

flats

2
unkempt slightly,

slightly neglected, looks
poor

really pleasing, english
houses, graffiti rubbish

houses fine, gardens
reasonable, fine poor

THE litter looks poor
low homes

3
ordinary looking,

looking estate,
green space

aesthetically pleasing,
look generic, views

countryside

well build, tight cars,
clean tidy

ordinary looking
looking estate green

space

4 look nice, side
congested, parking cars

would happy, cant look,
people houses

great feels feels
claustrophobic

maintained houses

look nice side congested
parking can

5
tidy spacious,

neighbourhood clean,
aesthetically pleasing

NOT RATED attractive every style
personalised kept tidy

tidy spacions.
neighbouthood clean,
aesthetically pleasing
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Table A2. Cont.

Attributes Ratings Place5 Place 1 Place 3 Place 8

Level of Comfort

1 run poor, poor strangers,
greeted suspicion

empty vocabulary

empty vocabulary poor strangers feel
comfortable—poer

2 comfortable area,
feel comfortable

comfort neighbourhood.
ove friendly quiet safe

comfortable area world
contained

comfortable fairly

3 really boasting, boasting
comfort, may comfort

look big looking bricks
comfort looking

neighbourhood beating
boasting comfort

beaten track

4 nice place, looked nice,
size cramped

noise free, free area,
driving noise

nice place size cramped
looked nice

5 empty vocabulary NOT RATED empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

Level of Satisfaction

1 long neighborhood,
nothing interest

satisfied neighborhood,
neighbourhood

appealing,
depressing live

empty vocabulary
stay long Jong
neighborhood

improve houses

2 quite depressing,
depressing area

low level, level
satisfaction, better areas

live unstractive looks
satisfying

satisfaction high

quite depressing pretty
average depressing area

3
pretty clean, clean

neighbourhood, always
satisfying

satisfied attractive,
attractive

neighbourhood, nice
lock

particularly attractive ok
neighbourhood really ok

pretty clean always
satisfying

clean neighbourhood

4
safe quiet, felt safe,

attractive
neighbourhood

unkeep houses,
residents satisfied,
shows residents

good clean clean tids
relatively happy

safe quiet, attractive
neighbourhood

threatened crowded

5
feels nice, access

cleanliness, strong
community

NOT RATED well kept neighbouhood
well feel satisfied

access cleaniness. stro
community

satisfied area

Sense of Belonging

1
empty vocabulary

uninviting doubt, looks
uninviting, doubt

people
empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

2
know maybe, feel

excluded, excluded
neighbourhood

belonging street, open
space

neighborhood surrow

think sense think
people people -

3 feel belonging
well cared,

neighbourhood hard.
look well

gardens everyone well
kept kept gardens

feel belonging
belonging opposite

4
empty vocabulary

surrounding clean

stands belonging
belonging

neighbourhood
working class

included respect houses
similar feel included

5 NOT RATED well conjuntained street
gardens houses well empty vocabulary

Sense of Security

1 empty vocabulary unsafe opinion. street
garages, rough unsafe empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

2 secure lots, open space,
unsafe small ground floor

people unlikeh safer
everything,

eventhing cramped

secure lots, open space
feels unsafe

3 feel safe, safety security
street lighthing lighting

cameras property
unlikely

feel conforable
conforable cars.

concerned sobberies
feel safe safety security

security area

4
secure boundaries,

boundaries fenced, feels
secure

closeness house helps
people secure neighbour

houses drives secure
quite quite secure

secure boundaries feels
secure

boundaries fenced

5 security high, nice tidy,
high area NOT RATED trouble street good

obviously good

security high suspect
close.

close neighbourhood
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Table A3. Most significant key terms from text responses for Place 6 and Place 10 (IMD decile 5).

Attributes Ratings Place 6 Place 10

Attractive

1

empty vocabulary

NOT RATED

2

empty vocabulary3

4

5

Composition

1 houses flats, council houses,
local authority NOT RATED

2 lower class, well kept,
residential area

working class, spacious
neighbourhood, cramped

narrow

3
poor neighbourhood,

neighbourhood attractive,
social house

young families, residential
safe, safe young

4 attractive area, area
communial, little cramped

class area, social houses, poor
working

5 empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

Local Ownership

1 empty vocabulary NOT RATED

2
community ownership,

community living, shape
pavement

type families, take pride,
properties road

3 tight neighbouhood, like area know local, maintenance
street, yes street

4 tidy properties, looks neat,
front grades

understanding people, street
understanding, nice live

5 empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

Community Spirit

1 empty vocabulary NOT RATED

2 feels like, socialising
streetview, little rough

upkeep renovation, clean
looked, think street

3 neighbourhood strong, good
relations, sprit street

looked people, determined
street, think strong

4 well kept, street clean,
litter graffiti

people work, street front,
front yards

5 think communal, general
tidiness, drying racks empty vocabulary

Aesthetic Value

1 value houses, little aesthetic,
individuality flats NOT RATED

2 run litter, looks poor, low
houses

quite cheap, houses look, road
attractive

3 ordinary looking, looking
estate, green space

average houses, street honest,
much greenery

4 look nice, side congested,
parking cars

style houses, neighborhood
cars, homely neighborhood

5 tidy spacious, neighbourhood
clean, aesthetically pleasing empty vocabulary
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Table A3. Cont.

Attributes Ratings Place 6 Place 10

Level of comfort

1 poor strangers, feel
comfortable, run poor NOT RATED

2 comfortable area, small
contained, comfortable fairly

think comfortable,
security would

3 neighbourhood beaten,
boasting comfort, beaten track

neighbourhood aesthetically,
aesthetically pleasing,

quite clean

4 nice place, size cramped,
looked nice

street neighbourhood, kids
played, terraces flats

5 empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

Level of Satisfaction

1 stay long, long neighborhood,
improve homes NOT RATED

2 quite depressing, pretty
average, depressing area

people area, area look,
neighborhood sburban

3 pretty clean, always satisfying,
clean neighbourhood

satisfied comfortable,
comfortable looking,

unsatisfied street

4
safe quiet, attractive

neighbourhood, threatened
crowded

satisfied extent, feels safe,
nice street

5 access cleanliness, strong
community, satisfied area empty vocabulary

Sense of Belonging

1 empty vocabulary NOT RATED

2 think sense, think people,
people sense

feel belonging, personally feel,
seem cared

3 feel belonging, belonging
opposite

belonging visuals,
assess belonging

4 included respect, house
similar, feel included

tell neighbours,
semi-detached, big houses

5 empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

Sense of Security

1 empty vocabulary NOT RATED

2 secure lots, open space, feels
unsafe

security hard, impact security,
unsafe area

3 feel safe, safety security,
security area

determine street, reasonably
safe, secure street

4 secure boundaries, feels
secure, boundaries fenced

strong feelings, sense pride,
safe street

5 security high, suspect close,
close neighbourhood empty vocabulary
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Table A4. Place 2 and Place 9 (IMD decile 7), Place 4 (IMD decile 9), and Place 7 (IMD decile 10).

Attributes Ratings Place 2 Place 9 Place 4 Place 7

Attractive

1 empty vocabulary NOT RATED empty vocabulary NOT RATED

2
new build, way

attractive, planting
gardens

empty vocabulary

empty vocabulary

empty vocabulary

3 yes houses, quite
nice, houses quite

trees plants, stone
walls, looked tidy

4

organisation
neighbourhood,
neighbourhood

attractive,
tidy houses

liked greenery,
street clean,

rubbish street

5
spaced small, small

neighbourhood,
nicely spaced

structure buildings,
stone bricks,
trees flowers

Composition
Local Ownership

1 empty vocabulary NOT RATED empty vocabulary NOT RATED

2 houses fairly, fairly
spaced

lower class, well
kept,

residential area

working class,
center town, class

area

lower class, well
kept,

residential area

3

quiet looking,
middle class,

family
neighbourhood

poor
neighbourhood,
neighbourhood

attractive,
social house

average middle,
suburban area,

private housing

poor
neighbourhood,
neighbourhood

attractive,
social house

4
good looking, safe
welcoming, middle

class

attractive area,
area communal,
little cramped

lovely street, nice
friendly,

looked nice

attractive area,
area communal,
little cramped

5
neat passers, nicely

designed,
well thought

empty vocabulary
felt safe, peaceful
neighbourhood,
working class

empty vocabulary

Community Spirit

1
privately owned,

people rent,
newbuilds assume

NOT RATED empty vocabulary NOT RATED

2
looked close,

fences separating,
community living

community
ownership,

community living,
shape pavement

tidy gardens, space
cars, litter clean

white cladding,
red brick,

feels narrow

3
fairly clean, proud

houses, notice
people

tight
neighbourhood,

like area

ownership view,
sense local, nice

enough

tight
neighbourhood,

like area

4 well cared, looks
well, houses next

tidy properties,
properties

distinctive, front
garden

seems peaceful,
many houses,

nice neighbour-
hood

tidy properties,
properties
distinctive,

front garden

5

include
unemployment,
seems affluent,

information econ-
omy

empty vocabulary empty vocabulary empty vocabulary
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Table A4. Cont.

Attributes Ratings Place 2 Place 9 Place 4 Place 7

Aesthetic Value

1 empty vocabulary empty vocabulary NOT RATED

2
roads fence,

parking issues,
fence seperating

feels like,
socialising

streetview, little
rough

ordinary street,
good community,

cars parked

feels like,
socialising

streetview, little
rough

3
think gardens,
personalised

houses, clean tidy

neighbourhood
strong, good

relations, spirit
street

yes terraced,
houses likely, tidy

litter

neighbourhood
strong, good

relations, spirit
street

4 kept clean, gardens
kept, yes clean

well kept, strret
clean, litter graffiti

well maintained,
looked tidy, tidy

well

well kept, strret
clean, litter graffiti

5
small culdesac,

culdesac people,
seems small

think communal,
general tidiness,

drying racks
empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

Level
of comfort

1 empty vocabulary NOT RATED empty vocabulary NOT RATED

2

much
individuality,
individuality

houses, colour
gardens

run litter, looks
poor, low houses

street appeal,
private land,
crowded area

run litter, looks
poor, low houses

3
colour houses, tidy

trees, pleasant
enough

ordinary looking
looking estate,

green space

well maintained,
looked attractive,
trees aesthetically

ordinary looking
looking estate,

green space

4
calming tidy,

houses gardens,
ways clean

look nice, side
congested, parking

cars

looks okay, looked
gardens, clean area

look nice, side
congested, parking

cars

5
spaced apart,
nicely spaced,
gardens space

tidy spacious,
neighbourhood

clean, aesthetically
pleasing

empty vocabulary empty vocabulary

Level of
Satisfaction

1 empty vocabulary NOT RATED empty vocabulary NOT RATED

2
comfortable look,
cheap 80’s, small

compact

comfortable area,
small contained,

comfortable fairly

fairly comfortable,
trees general,
gardens make

comfortable area,
feel comfortable,

fairly small

3
seemed quiet,

comfortable nice,
feel uneasy

neighbourhood
beaten, boasting
comfort, beaten

track

suburban area,
reasonable clean,

litter graffiti

really boasting,
boasting comfort,

beaten track

4 quiet, clean secure,
modern houses

nice place, size
cramped, looked

nice

cleanliness
damage,

comfortable
welcoming, safe
neighbourhood

range properties,
nice place, size

cramped

5
fences observe,

would safe,
walking street

empty vocabulary
nice looked, feel

comfortable, trees
gardening

empty vocabulary
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Table A4. Cont.

Sense of Belonging

1 empty vocabulary NOT RATED empty vocabulary NOT RATED

2

live
neighbourhood,

especially
strangers,

neighbourhood
like

quite depressing,
pretty average,
depresing area

satisfying
neighbourhood,
parked outside,
people decent

quite depressing,
pretty average,
depressing area

3
happy live, would

disappointed,
clean area

pretty clean,
always satisfying,

clean
nighbourhood

living cramped,
satisfied living,
little crowded

pretty clean,
always satisfying,

clean
neighbourhood

4
living area, seems
pleasant, pleasant

prosperous

safe quiet,
attractive

neighbourhood,
theatened crowded

warm inviting,
scenery trees,

enjoyed
neighbourhood

safe quiet,
attractive

neighbourhood,
threatened
crowded

5
good thing,

satisfied living,
sense community

acess cleanliness,
strong community,

satsfied area

nice community,
welcomes people,

safe could

acess cleanliness,
strong community,

satisfied area

Sense of Security

1 empty vocabulary NOT RATED NOT RATED NOT RATED

2
hate people,

belong hate, sense
identity

think sense, think
people, people

sense

counting cars,
belonging

focussed, focussed
counting

think sense, think
people, people

sense

3

relate aspects,
belonging houses,

aspects
neighbourhood

feel belonging,
belonging opposite

white fairly, stood
either

feel belonging,
belonging opposite

4

looks calm, calm
inviting,

neighbourhood
interesting

included respect,
houses similar, feel

included

get feelings, look
nice, feelings

belonging

included respect,
houses similar, feel

included

5
people similar,
belong people,

amount income
empty vocabulary
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